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MODERN LANGUAGE NOTES. 
Baltimore, November, 1892. 

ANGLO-SAXON Scifr-heard. 

THE compotund sci2r-heard and the phrase 
sczrunz heard seem to be stumbling-blocks to 
all editors, translators and lexicographers. 
The true meaning would be more easily de- 
termined, of course, if examples were of more 
frequent occurrence. Scir-heard (according 
to Grein) occurs but twice and scuzrum heard 
bhLt once. The passages are as follows 
(Grein's text): 

Sceolde sweordes erg 
scearp and sce2r-heard of scealan foline 
f9r-m&lumz fdh feorh dcsigain. 

Andreas, II35. 

ymitb Pbzs helines hrff hMafod-beorge 
wviruin bewzunden wala ri?an hiold 
Ncez him fila Safe frecne nie meahfoon 
scfir-heard sce44an. 

Beowulf, I033. 
Genamn pad wunden/occ, 

Scy,pendes rncg4, sceartne mece 
scz2rnm h eardute, and of scMte dbrd-hd. 

Judith, 79. 

For sczir-heard these interpretations and 
conjectures have been offered: 
I. Schauer-hart "-Grein ; 'Dichtungen.' 
2. "Ictu durus "-Grein: 'Sprachschatz.' 
3. "Fight-hardened ? [4.] (file-hardened ?)"- 

Glossary to Harrison and Sharp's Beo- 
wulf. 

5. " By file hardened "-Garnett's translation 
of Beowuilf. 

6. " Hard or [7.] hardened in the storm of 
battle or strife, [8.] hardened by blows- 
Baskervill and Harrison's Groschopp's 
Grein. 

9. " Hart fuir die Feile, [io.] gehartet, tiichtig 
gemacht durch die Feile? [ii.] hart im 
Kamiipf-schauer, im Streite? "-Korner's 
' Einleitung' : Glossary. 

For scl2r ill the passage quoted from "Ju- 
dith," these have been offered: 
I2. "Ictus ? "-Grein: 'Sprachschatz.' 
13. "Schauer [-hart] "-Grein: ' Dichtungen.' 
14. "Sehr (durch Schauern?) gehdrtet-K6r- 

ner's ' Einleitung: ' transl. of Judith. 

15. " Das Schauern oder Scheuern? "-Kor- 
ner's 'Einleitung': Glossary. 

i6. "Scouring? " - Glossaries to Sweet's 
Reader and to Cook's Judith. 

I7. "Sharp from scouring "-Cook's Judith: 
Transl. Besides these, Korner has quite 
a long note ('Einleitung,' Theil II, s. 238), 
which he concludes with these words: 

"Dass iibrigens scr2r auch Kampf heissen 
kann, geht schon aus dem von Miullenhoff 
gesagten, ferner aus mhd. beschuren-zmit 
Kampf befallen, und aus anderem hervor; 
diese Bedeutung ware ebenfalls hier passend." 

To the list of conjectures, I venture to offer 
another; first, however, stating two principles 
which will, probably, meet with general accep- 
tance: 
I. Each element of a compound, or of a 

phrase, is entitled to due consideration in 
determining the force of the whole; 

II. The meaning determined must be in ac- 
cordance with fact. 

Of the interpretations collected above, un- 
less scu2r be understood to refer to the " scour- 
ing " or abrading of the file, Nos. I, 4, 5, 9, Io, 
I3, I4, I5, i6, I7 violate Principle i; and with 
this un(lerstanding of sctZr, Principle ii is 
violated, for the action of the file cannot 
harden the object filed. Moreover, it is ex- 
tremely doubtful whether scz2r and scour have 
anything in common. 

Nos. 3 and 7 violate Principle ii, for a weapon 
is not " hardened " by the storm of battle. 

To No. I7 the additional objection may be 
offered that heard can hardly=sharp. 

Nos. 6 and ii are identical, and, taking 
heard=lerrible, dreadful, are the most reason- 
able yet found. 

Nos. 2, 8 and I2 (=hardened by a shower of 
blows from the blacksmith's hammer) are 
possibilities. 

Before accepting either of these, however, 
let us consider some facts: 

i. It was a distinct habit of 0. E. poets to 
speak of the sword in terms relating to its 
manufacture. It is unnecessary to cite ex- 
amples to support this statemenit. Sczfr- 
heard (sc;trufm heard) might easily, then, refer 
to the preparation of the sword for effective 
use. 
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2. Swords are now, and, perhaps, always 
have been hardened by being heated red-hot 
and dipped into cold water. 

3. To suppose that sc2r-heard meant harden- 
ed in water would be especially appropriate 
for the sword, since this weapon is almost 
entirely of steel. Scfir-heard is applied only 
to the sword, and not to any other weapon, 
offensive or defensive. 

4. To suppose that sczlr=(i) shower of 
water, then (2) water at rest, as the concrete 
result of the shower, might seem strained, 
especially as there can be adduced no ex- 
amples of its use in the latter sense; but it 
would give us a very intelligible meaning for 
the passages, and does no more violence, 
perhaps, to the meaning of sczir than many, if 
not all, of the renderings quoted. Moreover, 
is such supposition too violent for 0. E. 
poetry ? 

5. If such be the meaning, it may be asked 
why the poet did not form some compound 
more easily understood-such as regn-heard.* 
The answer is: (i) He could hardly have 
formed one that would express so vivid a 
poetic idea, and (2) the alliteration would be 
spoiled, for it will be observed that sct2r forms 
part of the alliteration in each of the three 
passages quoted. 

6. To all this it may be added that the 
" village blacksmith" always, even now, pre- 
fers to have pure rain-water in his "slack-tub." 

7. If this explanation of sczir-heard be ac- 
cepted, it will explain the equally troublesome 
fyr-heard in Beowulf, 305: 

fdh and ffr-heard ferh wearde hgold. 
It will be observed, too, that ffr forms a 

part of the alliteration, and is, to that extent, 
necessary. 

It is no part of the writer's wish to force this 
explanatioIn upoIn unwilling scholars:' it is 
rather suggested to them, and their good 
judgment will approve it or condemn, as it 
deserves. We may dismiss the subject with 
Kbrner's words: 

" Mangel an lexicographischen Hilfsmitteln 
hindert mich auch hier .... mir ein selbstain- 
diges, sicheres Urtheil zu bilden." 

J. W. PEARCE. 
Tulane University of Louisiana. 

s. The explanation given by Leo ('AngelsUchsisches 
Glossar,' 640. 30), and Bosworth-Toller, both of which I have 
seen since the above was written, do not in any wise affect 
the point in question. 

ENGLISH PRONUNCIA TION. 
THE " GUIDE TO PRONUNCIATION " AGAIN. 

THE review in the April NOTES of my criticisms 
on the " Guide to Pronunciation " at least as- 
sures me that some notice is being taken of my 
article, and this means I hope some thoughtful 
consideration of the questions at issue. Were 
I sure this consideration would include a 
second reading of my criticism beside the 
review, I should be quite willing to let the 
matter rest. Certainly I do not care to make 
a rejoinder merely in the interests of discus- 
sioIn, and I shall try to say nothing which will 
be discussion for its own sake. 

A large part of my article has been wholly 
untouched by the reviewer. He has merely 
misstated my position with the remark that it 
"needs only to be stated to be at once re- 
jected." But I did not propose "goinlg back 
to the early sources of the language, and 
tracing the sounds along the line of historical 
development." I did propose taking some 
advantage of the facts already known in the 
history of English sounds, in order to under- 
stand and account for their present relation- 
ships, and until this is done I believe there will 
be no sound basis for orthoepy. Ask yourself 
the question, on what does orthoepy now rest, 
and try to answer it. Can any one assert that 
it has at present any firmer basis than the in- 
definite "they say," and the traditions of pre- 
ceding orthoepists. The latter sometimes 
take precedence, since for the distinction 
between fern and urn Prof. Porter frankly 
admits that, "the majority of orthoepists are 
in favor of observing it. It is at the same 
time true that, by the majority of English- 
speaking people, it is not actually observed." 
Now what does orthoepy, or right pronuncia- 
tion, mean in this connection? Is one sound 
so much better than another per se, that a 
distinction must be set up as a standard for the 
next twenty-five years, which is known to be 
disregarded by the majority of speakers at 
present? That two sets of words appear with. 
e, i, or u in an orthography which became 
fossilized several centuries ago, is scarcely 
reason for such a distinction. 

On the other hand, the sound of a vowel 
depends, as a rule, upon the sound out of 
which it has developed, together with its 
phonetic environment. This requires that we 
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